Designed For Pure Performance
Océ PlotWave 450/550

Easy, productive large format print,
copy & scan system for the office
Designed for pure performance, the new Océ PlotWave 450/550 printing systems
build on our proven technology to offer best levels of security, reliability and costeffectiveness. Ideal for workgroups who want a dependable and productive system to
handle large amounts of wide format documents – quickly and smoothly. The one to rely
on to print faster, share faster and finish projects faster, while fully safeguarding your
confidential information.
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Wide format printer
with instant-on
productivity and flexible
printing options.
The Océ PlotWave 450/550 gives you the power
you need to print faster, share faster and finish
projects faster.
Many of today’s most famous architectural, engineering,
and construction marvels across the globe have been built
using Océ technical document systems. Professionals in
a variety of technical industries can react faster and work
more efficiently thanks to our productive, innovative and
easy to use printing systems, making the Océ PlotWave
450/550 a true labour saving investment.
Take control of document costs and project workflows with
the instant productivity of the monochrome Océ Plotwave
450/550 printer, copier and colour scanner. Printing and
collating documents inefficiently or externally can be costly
and eat up the valuable time of knowledge workers.
With this wide format workhorse in your office, you can
print up to 10 A1-size prints per minute, with virtually no
warmup delay. That's up to 600 sheets per hour, giving you
the power to print, share and finish projects faster.
The Océ ClearConnect user interface works just like a
smartphone or tablet. That means your staff will intuitively
know how to use it when they see it for the first time.
And true to its name, Océ ClearConnect makes the right
connections to get the job done.
Print on the way to your next meeting or from a job site – to
keep work moving even when you can’t get to the printer.

Wide format printer with
instant-on productivity and
flexible printing options.
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Print fast and furious
with the compact
office workhorse
The Océ PlotWave 450/550 combines state-of-theart wide format print, copy and scan technology
with unparalleled ease of use, productivity and
environmental sustainability.
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Get a compact workhorse
for the office
This productive workhorse is built for
fast production – producing up to 10
A1 pages per minute and up to 4 rolls
of media. That’s up to 600 sheets
per hour! It starts printing from silent
mode in less than 17 seconds thanks
to Océ Radiant Fusing technology,
compared to a slow start-up of 4
minutes for some conventional
printers. Whilst printing there is no
need to hang around to be able to
scan, you can print and scan at the
same time.

Enjoy workflow without
the work
Being able to send files to your
printer from anywhere can give you
a big advantage when time is tight
and deadlines are looming. The Océ
ClearConnect software suite gives
you more flexible ways to submit
files to the printer. Print from your
desktop via Océ Publisher Select to
manage complex document sets.
Print from your smartphone when you
are rushing to a meeting, or print from
the cloud.

Take some of the stress out of
your work day by knowing you
can print when you need to.
There is no need to train your workers
on a complicated system thanks to
the Océ ClearConnect user panel. It
works like a smartphone or tablet so
there is a zero learning curve. The
simple layout, smart kick-starts and
detailed preview functions help users
get their prints faster, without errors,
even when they are stored in the
cloud or have just arrived in an email
on their mobile phone. Everything
from media roll placement and toner
loading to print job management
has been carefully designed to be
ergonomically correct and intuitive.

Benefit from a robust system

Choose eco friendly
Designed to work side-by-side with
people, the Océ PlotWave 450/550 is
a people-friendly and planet-friendly
choice. It produces very low ozone
emissions, very low levels of noise
and low levels of heat. In fact this
system is totally silent in idle mode
and generates a sound level of only
52 db(A) when working, equivilent
to the sound of a gentle rain shower.
You can place this system anywhere,
knowing your people can work
comfortably nearby.
The Océ PlotWave 450/550 provides
the lowest energy usage in its class.
Thanks to Océ Radiant Fusing
technology, that cuts your energy
consumption significantly.

The Océ PlotWave 450/550 is based
on proven Océ technology found in
thousands of systems worldwide.
Constructed of durable, hard-wearing
parts and supported by our Remote
Service, you get dependable uptime
with fewer jams, shorter downtime
and fewer service calls. It is also
surprisingly easy to operate.
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A workflow
that is familiar
from the first
time you use it
Océ ClearConnect interface provides a
workflow for different environments:
walk up, central or mixed usage.
Whether users are printing with the
driver, tablet, smartphone, submission
tool or via the user panel, the user
experience is always the same,
providing first time right results.
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Thanks to the patented Océ Colour Image Logic , scans and
copies are enhanced automatically. For instance, wrinkles
and light colors are compensated, resulting in better
copies than the original. The document width is detected
automatically ensuring first-time high quality results and
ease of use.
®

Fast and easy with Océ
ClearConnect panel

Get better copy and colour
scanning results

Optimal productivity &
efficiency

Works like a tablet. Easily control the
printer with your fingertips using the
simple screen movements you are
used to. Swipe, spread and zoom in
on details of a drawing. Check that
documents are correctly positioned
using the live preview to avoid errors.

Océ Colour Image Logic automatically
compensates for wrinkles and light
colors to produce superior results.
Paper width is automatically detected
when the original is inserted. Virtually
unlimited scan templates standardise
often used scan jobs within 1 touch.

Get instant start-up and use half
the energy of comparable systems
thanks to Océ Radiant Fusing. With a
remarkable print speed up to 10 A1size prints per minute. Increase your
productivity even more with the 4 roll
option for unattended printing. You
can even scan while printing.

Effortless roll changing

Eco friendly system

Save time and effort. Place the roll
on the built-in roll loading station, and
paper is fed into the printer, cut and
sized – completely automatically.

This system has very low ozone
emissions, very low levels of heat
and an unnoticeable sound level of
only 24 dB.

Reliable quality and
performance

It runs comfortably placed anywhere
in an office environment. The toner
system is completely enclosed and
easily accessible.

Take advantage of a superb print
quality with high resolution Pico
Printing at 600 x 1200 dpi. Océ Image
Logic automatically detects the
width of images to ensure first time
right results. Enjoy a long productive
system lifetime thanks to robust and
durable construction.

Flexible workflow
This system is designed to make
it easier to prepare, produce and
manage complex technical documents
and sets of drawings. Advanced tools
make it easy to get documents where
you need them, when you need them.

Optional Extras
Océ PlotWave
450/500 with online
fullfold folder.
Fully integrated
with the printer, the
online fullfold folder
saves you time by
automatically turning
out neatly folded
documents.
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Océ - A Canon Company
Océ is a global leader in digital imaging, industrial printing and collaborative business services.
Océ accelerates new digital print technologies and transforms them into local printing
products and services, from creative studios and print shops around the corner to blue-chip
multinationals around the globe.

Printing Future

Number one in printing

Océ are innovators, creating exceptional technologies,
products and services in printing and workflow
management. We are focused on accelerating digital
imaging technologies and developing high-tech printing
products and services.

Océ is one of the main innovation centres for Canon.
We collaborate closely with Canon to develop integral
business concepts with a strong foundation in
technology. One of Canon’s goals is to be the #1 in
printing. This gives Océ the strategic imperative and
incentive to constantly look for opportunities to improve
our organisation, business, culture and brand.

Australia & New Zealand
With over 60 years in Australia, Océ has a long history of providing sales, support and service to printers globally and
throughout the Oceania Region.
Océ customers benefit in working with a full-service partner they can count on to help their businesses grow. Océ
solutions are specifically designed to enhance the revenue and profit opportunities for service providers by combining
hardware with workflow software and the expertise to help companies expand into new markets.

Product
Océ developed systems are designed, manufactured
and maintained directly by Océ. We are passionate
about our exceptional technology that shapes the way
people communicate and work. Océ offers a total
solution including hardware, software, imaging supplies,
finishing systems, applications expertise, hardware
support and financing.

Support
Quick telephone access to a trained Océ specialist
provides immediate support. If a technician visit is
needed, it can be scheduled and any necessary spares
ordered for a first-time fix.

Partnership
At Océ we partner with our customers. Our ambition is
to enable our customers and support them through their
journey. With a portfolio of leading technology, we are
creating products and applications the world has never
seen before and we are proud to present this to our
clients to grow their business.

Service
Océ invest heavily in the training, processes and tooling
required to ensure the Océ service team’s knowledge
and skills are maintained at a premium level. With one
of the largest and most experienced service and support
teams in the digital print market, we are ready to provide
you with the reliable service you need.

For information and services
Océ Australia Pty Ltd

1300 363 440

www.oce.com.au

